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SA Goes Packing Down To North Dakota
On Business
By Paul Deleske
Five members of the SA executive spent three days in early
November cramming their brains
with ideas on dozens of topics
including student development
theory, time management, AIDS
awareness, student minorities,
parliamentary procedure and
fundraising.
The five were attending the
annual Association of College
Unions regional conference held
at North Dakota State University
in Fargo.
SA Vice-President George
Dearman, Treasurer Terri Summers, Public Relations Director,
Kari McDonald, Program Director Cathy Sudletsky and Executive Director Don Hillman represented RRCC at the event.
Summers said the $1500 total
cost of their attendance was
money well spent.
"It's worthwhile to get feedback from other unions. We get
ideas from other unions to take

back to our own college. It's an
exchange of ideas," Summers
said.
"You have new people in (the
SA) office every year. I think it's
a great idea. I know I learned clot,
not just in the sessions, but by
talking to people."
SA Vice-President George
Dearman agreed.

"Just talking to people was
certainly number one," Dearman
said.
"I've already been able to apply what I've learned to some of
my meetings," he said.
Executive Director Don Hillman has attended every conference with every new executive,
despite the same general topic

discussions.
Dearman defended the regular
attendance of Hillman at the
con ference.
"He serves as a source of continuity for the SA. Without him,
we may step on someone's toes
and get ourselves in a bind,"
Dearman said.
He added that the money to

send delegates is included in the
SA's annual budget, and that this
year's trip came in well under
that amount.
Treasurer Summers said that
the conference expenses were
originally budgeted at $2000.
More than 40 workshops, lectures and group discussions were
available for the delegates. Several dealt with topical issues like
pornography, campus religion,
women's issues and AIDS.
Others were more basic in nature, offering tips on financial
management, running effective
meetings, leadership and public
relations.
SA President Sheri Burns was
unable to attend, citing previous
personal commitments which
kept her at home.
Burns indicated that any useful
information gathered by the five
delegates would be brought back
to the college and passed on.
She said that a report would be
prepared if the council members
ask for one at their next meeting.

Liberal Education Critic Brings Up
RRCC Issues in Legislature
By Kim Van Bruggen
Liberal education critic Iva
Yeo doesn't think the Minister
of Education Len Derkach has a
clue as to what happens at RRCC .

"I don't think the minister has
a grasp on what's happening
there," eduation critic Iva Yeo
said.
"All he's concerned about is

STUDENT
COUNCIL MEETING
December 11
4 pm Room C-720
ti
ANNUAL GENERAL
MEETING
December 13
Noon
White Lecture Theatre
All Are Welcome!
Free Coffee & Donuts

who can fill the political agenda.
The post-secondary schools
are being looked after in a very
superficial way according to
Yeo.
"I believe there should be a
Minister of Education and a
Minister of Continuing Education.
"If there were two ministries,
they would give full-time service—not full-time lip service,"
Yco said.
Yco raised the question in the

Legislature twice in early November regarding the actions of
President Ray Newman in his
dismissal of VP Student Services Brian Hanson.
She says she received no satisfaction.
"He says one thing in the house
and another thing out in the hallways.
"He's already contradicted
himself once by saying he let's
the president make the decisions
at the college," Yco said.

Welcome back! (For those of
you who have been on holidays!)
There's going to be a change in
the staff at the Projector.
Some of you may have noticed
our Entertainment Editor, Randall King, appearing every Friday in the Winnipeg Sun as their
new TV columnist.
Well, Randy is off to bigger
and greener pastures. We'll miss
you Randy!
Taking his place is a most capable entertainment connoisseur,
Doug Gordon.
As of December, Doug will
take over the duties of the Projector's Entertainment section.
He'll soon discover the joys of
layout on Thursday's—welcome
Doug!
I'd also like to thank all of the
people who contributed to the
Projector during this fast and
furious first term.

Yeo was referring to a message sent by Derkach to college
president Ray Newman telling
him to remove himself as VP
Student Services—a position
Newman took on after removing
former VP Student Services
Brian Hanson.
Yeo has been unsuccessful in
her attempts to attain a copy of a
new organizational model for the
college.
"He (Dcrkach) told me it
would be available in two
weeks—and that was over a
month ago," Yea said.

The SA executive is still deciding on it's plans for raising donations•far the Christmas Cheer Board, or any other charity.
A proposal would be put before the full council at their Dec.
11 mectiittand depending on the decision reached, would be
unplettrierit4promptly afterward; Publ ic Relations Director
".1 realizd we're cueing it a little closer she said.
Last yeardonations
in
riShable food was accepted
ethe Student A ssociation office and other
venues'arottrid the CO
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Before I could even sit down,
or even take off my coat, two
young boys, no older than eight
years old, were on either side of
me.
Sandwiched once again.
"Hey lady, ya gotta dollar," said
one.
"No," I replied.
"How 'bout 50 cents," said the
other.
"Uh, no, sorry," I stammered.
Before they could say "Do I
hear a quarter," an employee of
McDonalds came running behind
me saying "boys, boys, don't try
to leave you mitts and scarves
here again. It's cold out here.
You'll catch a cold."
"Yah, sure, c'mon," said one
boy.
I felt awful.

I had said no to them.
I have always heard of the
saying I was hungry and you fed
me (my mother is always quoting
that phrase) but how did I know
these kids weren't going to spend
the money on video games.
Then I realized these two should
be in school. It's 1pm. And where
are their parents?
I looked down at my now cold
burger and shivering fries. I
couldn't eat. All I could think
about was the looks on their faces.
Poverty also came to mind.
As I was about to turn around
and surrender a dollar or two to
them, they were gone. Crossing
the street and into another restaraunt.
I had hoped they were going to
have better luck there.

Michelle Bailey

Journalism is the
ability to meet the
challenge of filling
space.

Tell the SA What's Bugging You On...
i i )P! '1
/1

Rebecca West
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Kim Van Bruggen
News Editor
Michelle Bailey

TOP TEN
IF...T-SHIRTS

By Paul Deleske

The other day after work I
decided to visit the nearest
McDonalds for a lunch consisting of the usual; cheeseburger,
fries, and a Coke.
It was noonhour so the place
was a zoo. Standing in line waiting to order, I kept catching the
cold draft every time someone
opened the door.
On one side of me was a disgruntled senior citizen arguing
over the price of coffee, and on
the other side was a mother
screaming at her kid while he
demanded the latest Looney Tune
toy.
After receiving my food, I
walked over to the furthest window scat from eveyone else to
nab some peace and quiet.
This, though, did not last.

llffinQiip!
I

1. Brains 25c
2. Yin-Yang
3. James Dean
4. Beatles
5. Hammer & Sickle
6. Create Peace
7. Jack Kerouac
8. E=mc2
9. Question Reality
10. Jim Morrison
$10 - $14
A Great Gift!

As we begin our second term I
hope everyone will continue to
contribute and share ideas for
future stories.
We have been able to bring
about change through some of
our stories this past term and I
would like to continue that trend.
Here's to a good second term.
Cheers.

International
Newsstand

Entertainment Editor
Randall King

.Production Assistant:
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Contributing Writers
Paul Deleske
Jason Hopko
Cathy Kloczkowslci,
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Karen Ridd Tells a Tale of
Terror In El Salvador

•
•
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By Michelle Bailey
Karen Ridd is home.
After spending nine months in
El Salvador and several weeks
enduring severe violence, the 28year-old peace worker arrived in
Winnipeg November 23, 1989.
Ridd was arrested on Monday,
November 20 after the church she
was working in had been raided.
Along with 10 other peace
workers, Ridd was handcuffed,
blindfolded, and thrown into the
back of a truck to be taken away
for painful interrogations.
Ridd described the events of
her experience in detail during a
press conference held at the University of Winnipeg on Friday,
November 24.
Her father, Carl Ridd is a professor at the university and Karen
was once a student and a well
known athlete there as well.
But she said she chose to learn
the language of the people in El
Salvador and travelled down to
work in their country to see for
herself the horrible conditions
they are faced with.
Indeed, she said, they were
horrible.
Ridd said it was hard to leave
El Salvador after her release.
"The feeling of guilt that I had
was terrible. It is actually a pain
and a burden to be home because
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By Michelle Bailey

Lagasse and J.D Johnson.
Trey're race
Lots of talent here.
Or at least they were here.
The preparation that went into
If you were either hiding out this convention was more than
for the past four days or you're overwhelming.
just one of those people who
With both the media crews
doesn't really care too much and the NDP workers setting up
about politics in Canada, then days before the event, the money
maybe you didn' t notice the more , time and manpower was inthan 2,00 delegates from across credible.
the country attending the NDP
Slowly, more and more people
Leadership Convention.
began to fill the halls, elevators,
1990 style.
and main meeting areas in the
By the time this paper hits the Winnipeg Convention Centre.
stands, a new leader will have
All was a buzz with NDP talk
been picked to take over for the
"Poverty is the big issue..."
outgoing Ed Broadbent.
"The environment must come
There was a real mixed bag of first..."
candidates running for the presIssues were flying all over.
tigious position this time around. Talk about the biting Winnipeg
We had the gutsy Yukon MP weather became the centerpiece
Audrey McLaughlin who had for discussion when things
hoped people wouldn't vote for seemed to heat up controversial
her because she was a woman.
wise.
There was Dave Barrett, the
Businesses were smiling ear
59-year-old former British Co- to ear as they saw hoards of visilumbia premier.
tors streaming into their stores
Steven Langdon and Howard and restaurants. Apparently this
McCurdy, both candidates from convention was good for the
Windsor, Ontario.
city's pocketbook.
The 47-year-old lawyer from
In any case, as mentioned beVancouver Ian Waddell and fore, by this time a new leader for
Simon De Jong from Saskatche- the NDP will have been chosen
wan were both hopefuls.
So long Ed. It was fun while it
And to complete the list, Roger lasted.

YEARBOOK
PHOTOS
Dec. 6 & 7
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Certified Management Accountant
at the center of career development

•
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Join the only professional education program
directed exclusively to training accountants for
management positions.
Our educational program is open to everyone with
a taste for hard work and the will to succeed. You can
earn your professional designation while you continue
to work, and your advancement opportunities will
improve from the moment you become a CMA student.

•

Tower Lounge
•

and had slapped her on the head
several times.
"We had no food, no water, and
we could not use the bathroom.
You could hear the screams of
other people in the prison being
beaten. The sounds were terrifying," Ridd said.
By 5:30 pm, Ridd was released.
Although she would not leave
without her Colu m bian co-worker
and eventually went back to the
compound, the both of them were
handed over to Canadian officials and were free to go home.
And home is where they we
ordered to go.
But Ridd says she wants to go
back to El Salvador as soon as
possible.
"I plan to do a lot of work while
I'm here in Canada, but I want to
go back to do the real work."
"I don't feel brave, courageous,
or extraordinary. It. wasn't bravery, it was inspiration on behalf
of the El Salvadorians. It's what
Canadians should do."

NDP Leadership
Convention

••
•

•

4,

all I can think about is that there
are many people, including my
co-workers, who have been left
behind to endure severe torture,"
she said.
Ridd is a member of Peace
Brigades International.
It is an organization that
looks into the types of violence in
countries such as El Salvador and
tries to place pressure on the govemments to move towards peace
by taking an active role and going
towork in the trouble spots.
While Ridd was trying to
comfort and care for a number of
refugees in a church, she was
arrested.
"After travelling in the back of
the truck for a while, I tried to
imagine where they were taking
us."
"I had a feeling it would be one
of the infamous body dumping
grounds we knew about. I was
wondering if I would be killed."
"Once we arrived at the compound, they told everyone to get
out except for mc. They left me
alone, blin folded and handcuffed,
and I was really frightened at that
moment. I didn't know what they
intended to do to me."
Ridd said the soldiers did come
get her after a while.
She said they escorted her to
the prison and began insulting her

•:•
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CAM — Letters that count!
For more information contact:

The Society of
Management Accountants of Manitoba
808-386 Broadway, Winnipeg R3C 3R6 / (204) 943-1538
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Murphy Movie A
Mediocrity
By J. Hopko
Eddie Murphy has really hit
the big time in Hollywood and
with that fame comes a tremendous ego.
This ego is evident in his new
film, Harlem Nights, set in Harlem, New York in 1938.
Murphy portrays Mr. Quick, a
man who murdered his first person at the tender age of seven. He
has been under the care of Sugar
Ray, performed to a "T" by
Richard Pryor, and together the
two run a top- notch night club in
Harlem.
Murphy not only starred, but
he also directed, wrote, and executively produced this film, and it
shows.
The film has an identity problem. Should it be taken as a drama
or comedy? I think many of the
people in the theatre were wondering that themselves. Murphy
has spread himself incredibly thin

doing this picture, contributing to
this identity crisis.
To me, Eddie Murphy has
always meant a good laugh, ever
since I first saw him on Saturday
Night Live. Such was not the case
here.
Murphy has fallen into the Burt
Reynolds trap. Let's make a movie
with a incredible cast, spend gobs
of money, and produce wash.
Earlier, I had said that Richard
Pryor played his part welt. He
did, but it didn't belong in this
movie. Another bright spot was
the new king of late night talk
shows, Arsenio Hall. He was only
in the movie for a total of five
minutes, but I think it should have
been fifty. Together, these two
made Harlem Nights a salvageable flick, but back to the identity
crisis.
Eddie, Eddie, Eddie. Did you
want to star in this movie or not?
Did you want to just write a motion

the feeling he had making Beverly lulls Cop I and I!, and Coming to America. This movie lacked
spark right from the beginning,
something similar to the symptoms Richard Gere's Cotton Club
had.
No, Murphy can't write a motion picture by himself. Throwing in as much dirty language as
humanly possible doesn't make a
funny movie.
His use of terms towards ethnic
races was obscene and degrading. Nobody laughed after the
first five minutes of f— this and
f— that, so why would it be funny
after 120 minutes?
The end result of this two hours
is this: Eddie Murphy has lots of
money and lots of friends. They
must be his friends because there
is no other reason for people like
Redd Foxx, Jasmine Guy, and
Arsenio Hall to do this movie.

Richard Pryor almost makes Harlenz Nights worthwhile
picture to sec if you could? Well,
not to both counts.
No, you weren't the star of this

movie. Pryor was on the screen
longer than you which, thank God,
is good. I think Murphy has lost

Maybe I'm being too rough on
Mr. Murphy. Naah! Wait for a
cold winter night in January to
rent this on homc videobecause
•
that's when it'll be out on video.

Tedd Puts Contemporary Dancers On the Street
By Cathy Kloczkowski
Was it a concert? A social? A
performance?
The Contemporary Dancers
opening season show in collaboration with dance band A New
Man Celebration was all of the
above and definitely unusual.
But the unusual is what the
500 people who packed the Rendezvous on Nov. 25 to view the
first in CD's "Taking it to the
Streets" series have come to
expect from artistic director Tedd
Robinson.
Munching on free Newton and
Stewart Beer Nuts and sippine
their favorite brew, the audience
sat back and watched as blue flood
lights revealed the frozen movements of beige clad dancers in the
opening number called Blue
Museum. The impression of the
dirty 30's life on the streets or
perhaps a representation of it. in a
wax museum was accentuated by
the haunting of lead vocalist for
A New man Celebration Phil
Dupas who glided amoung the
dancers.
The intermingling of dancers
and hand members continued for
the rest of the performance with
one sometimes taking over the
stage entirely from the other.The
blend seemed to mix successfully
except during "West Widow
Waltz" where Dupas was forced
into the uncomfortable role as
microphone holder for Robinson
who flitted around the stage pulling black gauze veils off the heads
of female dancers.
Robinson appeared in almost
every dance as a spector who
observed and recorded the bizarre
events of every day life. This was
especially apparent in "Nothing

Page 7

Women's Playwright
Project Produces

The Sideshow
and Birth Of A
Dancing Star
By Louise Charette
"Home is where the horror
is" Janus the clown says in The
Sideshow, one of the tow oneact plays which were presented
Nov. 17-19 at the old Prairie
Theatre Exchange building as
part of the Women's Playwright Project.
Janus (Darrell Baran) stated
the theme of both plays, written and directed by local
women and produced by the
Manitoba Association of Playwrights, the Popular Theatre
Alliance of Manitoba, and Les
Dolles.
The Sideshow, written by
Allana Lindgren and directed
by Megan McArton, shows
Vera (Monica Dufaul 0, a
woman confined to a psychiatric ward, in a confrontation with
Janus, an imaginary clown she
invented to escape from her
harsh childhood and brings with
her into her adult life.
The interchange between
Vera and Janus lets the audience know Vera was physically abused and neglected by
her mother. Her mother's suicide, which she witnessed, and
an abortion she performed on
herself as a teenager, finally
break her, leaving her with
Janus as her only comfort.

Birth of a Dancing Star,
written by Valerie Bunce and
directed by Margo Charlton,
shows Myra (Jcy Thibidcau)
caring for her alcoholic and
wheelchair-ridden father
(Wayne Nicklas) against the
wishes of her social worker
(Karen Barker).
We learn that Myra, a girl
who is obsessed with newspaper accounts of survivors of
tragedies, was sexually abused
by her father and then abandoned by her mother when
Myra told her teachers about
the abuse. As an adult, Myra
tracks her father down with
the hope that she will learn to
understand her father's actions.
Both playwrights are described by the Project as
"emerging", reminding us that
this is the first time either one
has received public exposure.
Lindgren's The Sideshow displayed its novice character
much more prominently than
Bunce's Birth of a Dancing
Star.
Lindgren begins with the image of a freak clown in a nightmare circus, a concept which
had so many successful incarnations that it would take a
very experienced, skilled hand

..
1) Monday is Ladies' Nite wale Gangster of Love
2) Loonie Tuesdays-1 for a Draft, 2 for a Beer or Shot
3) Wednesday is Men's Nite
LIVE BANDS every Thurs, Fri and Saturday!
Present RRCC student card at the Standup Bar and receive day prices in the
evening. Evening Students: Get acquainted in the Circle Lounge.

S

to use it again in a fresh and creative way. Unfortunately, Janus is a flat, disappointing rendition of the warped character promised by our
experience with his predecessors.
Lindgren 's lack of writing experience shows
itself again when she repeatedly introduces
plot elements—knives both characters juggle
and a second hospital bed with a body in it—
hut then fails to develop.
With Birth of a Dancing Star, Bunce gives
us a much more professional play. The performances, especially those of Brian
Richardson, as Larry the father's close friend,
and Thihideau, as Myra, are believable.
Bunce covers almost every chapter from a
textbook on incest, but her skillful treatment of
the subject allows her to avoid turning the
issues into cliches and spoiling the impact of
the play.

DoublebackTo the Future

IF...GIFT

*Sterling Silver Earrings & Rings for Men & Women
*Hats: Top Hats, Bowlers, Fedoras by Smithbilt, Calgary
*Vintage Robes, Smoking Jackets & Beaded Sweaters
*Soviet Military Belts—the Real Thing!
*Antique Japanese Kimono
*New & Vintage Vests

Past the Swans" as Robinson pen and notepad in hand - recorded the acts of the dancers
who, dressed primly in English
schoolboy, black shorts, black tie
and white shirt, defiantly smoked,
fought and stuck their tongues
out at unseen elders.
However the dance that was
awarded quick applause by the

audience in a performance so
closely choreographed to not even
allow breathing space was"Could
It Be Me." The troupe of 10 dancers marched out into the audience
and standing on tabletops gyrated
to fast-paced electronic music
while yelling to each other if they
had managed to topple their table.
Although Robinson invited

the audience to stay and dance to
another musical set from A New
Man Celebration, many people
opted to leave after the main performance, obviously not used to a
social performance setting.
Robinson called "Taking it to
the Streets" an exploration of
"space" and how it affects the
dancers, the dance and the audi-

ence. I think it's a great innovative ideas as long as it is done in
the spirit of striving to bring dance
into the community and not just
something to do because all other
creative avenues have been exhausted.
Watch for the next step in this
series at the Gas Station Theatre
January 17 to 20.

By Kathryn Gower

GIFTS $20 OR LESS

GIFTS $10 OR LESS

This ain't Swan Lake: The Contemporary Dancers are, as usual, unusual

The Alex P. Keaton you never knew:
Michael J. Fox in Back To the Future II

•Handmade Peruvian Jewelry
'Original T-shirts
'Elbow & Opera Gloves
'Classy Vintage Ties
'Soviet Poster Tees
• Postcard 12 Packs
•Vintage Scarves
'Cufflinks & Tie Bars
•Postcard Books-Jazz, Blues
• Lennons & Byrds
'Silk Bowties
•Mood Rings
'Bali Jewelry
• 60s Rhinestone Bracelets
•Gift Certificates
GREAT VINTAGE IpARTYWEAR, TOO!
New Stock Every Week

IF

you have to get dressed in the morning...
847 Corydon Mon-Sat 11-6/Fri 'til 8/Sun 12-4

"

As the lights went down
and the curtain rose, cheers
and applause erupted from the
audience at the Odeon.
The theatre was nearly
packed for the opening night
of Bach To the Future Part II.
Lately it seems that most
sequels haven't been able to
measure up to their predecessors. Future II is good, but it
can't but it can't compare to
the first one.
Director Robert Zemekis
(Who Framed Roger Rabbit)
does an excellent job of depicting the future, complete
with clothes and runners that
adjust to fit you automatically
and TVs and doors that greet

the family as they enter the
house.
Not surprisingly, the best
performance is delivered by
Michael J. Fox who portrays
Marty McFly, the Marty
McFly of the future, and
Marty's future son and
daughter.
Christopher Lloyd's portrayal of the slightly wacky
"Doc" is as good as it was in
the original. His facial expressions alone are worth the
price of admission.
The third Back To the
Future will be released in
June, and to tease people into
coming back, Doc ends up in
1885 at the end of Part II.
Maybe Marty will end up
meeting Jesus after all.
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the sun. It wasn't an atomic
blast. It was a transit bus and
suddenly, an overpowering
urge came over me. I had to flip
through the yellow pages. I
wanted my fingers to roam
through the yellow fields of
furrowed black print.
In my frenzied flipping, I fell
upon an ad for "Bears Galore
Delivered to Your Door".
"BGDTYD" offered to bring a
teddybear and balloon bouquet
to the person of your choice on
any special occasion. I imagine
this service was designed especially for"Bearapopaphobics",
people who fear the explosive
potentiality of teddy bears with
balloons.
I let my mind drift from the
pages of gold on my lap and
•••••••••••••••
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"Fir, Fir
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Lou's List

• I sat there, shielding my eyes
•
• frotrithe yellow glow. It wasn't
••

PA/

began to wonder what other
services could profit from such
an ad in the yellow pages.
A dairy fanner-Milk and •
Butter Delivered from our •
••
Udder.
Intimate apparel shop for
biker women-Whips and •
Chains Delivered to your ••
•
Dames.
Blue Bomber "Hit Man" ••
service-Tackle and Punch de- •
•
livered by our Bunch.
•
Sadistic dentists-Drill and fill •
•
delivered at my Will.
•
Tree maintenance service- •
Saw and Hack, We'll Dump •
•
them by the Back.
•
Law firm-Smash! Whiplash? •
•
We'll Get the Cash.
•
Candy Shop-Extra Pounds •
•
Delivered All Around.
•
For the rude superior at work- •
Python—Mean and Cross— ••
•
Delivered to your Boss.
• •••••••••••••••••

The Approach
Are Coming
By Sheila Hunter
They want to write music, and
they want to perform. The Approach is eight months old and
happy they made it this far.
They played last Monday at the
Royal Albert Hotel, where they
were sponsored by COR FM and
opened for three other bands.
The Approach is a relatively
new groupwith a sound all their
own.
"We are an unusual concise
union and we play our own stuff,"
said lead singer Jamie Watson
Macdonald.
The band does not play cover
songs because they say you become overly influenced by the

music you cover, and then you
lose your identity.
"Fans listen to what you play
and then they associate everything you do with who you cover.
We want to avoid being labeled,"
said band members.
Yet., after their 45-minute set,
including all originals, the band
was identified by one listener as
followers of The Who.
Most of the songs in the set
were part of a tape recently cut by
the group for a wide variety of
reasons.
"We don't want to be a studio
band. We are a live band and are
constantly playing for people,"
says J.R. Irwin.

And CMOR Present
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4
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7
8
18
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15
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Aerosmith
The Rolling Stones
Tears for Fears
Richard Marx
Prince
Motley Crue
Don Henley
Giant
Fine Young Cannibals
Young M.C.
The Cult
Tom Petty
The Alarm
Janet Jackson
KISS
Kim Mitchell
Eurythmics
Alannah Myles
54.40
DJ Jazzy & the Fresh Prince

Pump
Steel Wheels
Seeds of Love
Repeat Offender
Batman Soundtrack
Dr. Feelgood
End of the Innocence
Last of the Runaways
Raw & the Cooked
Stone Cold Rhythm
Sonic Temple
Full Moon Fever
Chance
Rhythm Nation
Hot in the Shade
Rockland
We Too Are One
Alannah Myles
Fight for Love
And In This Corner

Geffen
CBS
Poly
EMI
Warner
Electra
Geffen
A&M
IRS
Island
Vertigo
MCA
IRS
A&M
Poly
Alert
BMG
MCA
Reprise
BMG

Taylor Dayne

Can't Fight Fate

BMG

Men Without Hats
The Del Fuegos
The Grateful Dead

Adventures of Men & Women Poly
Smoking in the Fields
BMG
BMG
Built to Last

ALSO GETTING AIRPLAY

The group's founding member,
Irwin (drums) described the formation of the Approach as a series of signs; he posted a sign,
Macdonald (vocals/guitar) did the
same, Darryl Brunger (keyboard)
followed, and so did Fibian (vocals/guitar).
Their formation is as interesting as the moments of "band
bonding" spent before each gig.
They go outside for a walk together, and in Winnipeg's winter
months that is no easy task.
Although the members had no
previous affiliations, the band
previous to the Approach was FLayer; the name change occurred
when the new members joined in
March of 1989.
Even though the guys thought
that they had lost their mandolin
from off the back of the truck they
managed to find it to complete an
array of instruments including
harmonica, violin, guitar, triangles, keyboard, and the missing mandolin played by Brunger.
"We spend a lot of time writing. Especially when we don't
have a gig the next day. We'll
spend about five hours four times
a week writing or practising," says
Irwin.
As a group, the band sits down
and writes together taking in to
consideration everyone's talents
and the overall sound they want
to achieve as a band.
Those interested can probably
find the band at one of the local
night-spots. This Winnipeg-based
aggregation is planning on staying around for a while, and hope
to get more openings for bigger
bands like they did in August at
the Grapes of Wrath concert.
"We're high energy and we're
going to keep playing until we
make it, break it, or die trying,"
said Macdonald.

'
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One-to-One Tutorials
Calculus
•Statistcs
•Business Math
Physics
•Financial Math
•Economia
•Trigonometry
•Accounting
'Computer Pr.
•Business Courses
'Word Processing •science
•Electronvcs
•Englsh

General Adult Upgrading
'Reading
•Writing
•Mathematics
•ESL

•Essay Writing
•Study Skills
•Spelling
•Speed Reading

DOWNTOWN
TUTOR CENTRE
783-0283

R.R.C.0 INTRAMURALS - Ernie and the Electrons: Men's flag football finalists

•
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Monday, December 4, 1989

Crazy Ox

Monday, December 4, 1989

JOBS

PERSONALS

Typists. $500 weekly at home.
Information? Send SASE to C.
Merrells, 121 Ravelstone Ave. W
RR Wpg, MB, R2C-1V8.
Summer Jobs: Applications are
now being accepted for summer
jobs on cruiseships, airlines and
resorts. No experience necessary.
For more info. send 52 and SASE
to: World Wide Travel Club, 5334
Yongc St., Toronto, ON, M2N6M2.

Sonic people like Pop Tarts. But
Marlon, you make me Toast. The Bunmaster Club
To the Guys in CBII: Would like
to meet for a drink sometime.
Meet me at the Silver Saloon. Sandra Dee
To the Guy with the Orange Lock
and Locker: We think you're
really HOT! -the Cruisers
To the Guy Tying his Shoes in the
Alcove on the 1st Floor: Let's tie
some knots socmtime. -the Girl
Holding the Door
To Planet Zenon: Request permission to land; obtain exploratory information that will electrify all circuits. Heavenly yours,
a Celestial Being.
Child Care Stud: "Mr. Pish Posh"

SERVICES

Tuesday, Dec. 12

Page 11

Resume Services. Customized
resumes, prompt service, 10%
discount for students. Downtown
location. Roberta at 943-7333.
Evenings: Judy at 832-9518.
Typing: word processing, term
papers, SEs, CCs, resumes, etc.
Reasonable student rates. Call
Cathy at 224-3790 any time.
Shirwood Processing provides
typing/word letters/resumes;
business reports/papers. Anytime.
Located 4 blocks west of Pan Am
Pool. Call Shirely at 488-8617.
Planning A Wedding? I'll give
you professional wedding photography for $300 or less. YOU
keep the negatives. Will also
handle kids or family portraits,
custome B & W processing/printing, models portfolios. You name
it! I need $S! Call Paul at 6680275.

VOLUNTEERS

SAVE UP TO 50%

Make a Difference—Be a Big
Sister! If you feel you have 4-6
hours/week to offer a Little Sister, there may be a girl waiting for
the difference you can make in
her life. For further info call the
Big Sister Association at 9421490 from 9 am to 5 pm.
Citizen Advocacy seeks out volunteer citizen advocates and
matches them with another person with special needs who need
friendship, support and/or assistance. Through this relationship
the advocate can help ensure that
his/her protege is receiving the
services, opportunities and acceptance in the community that he/
she deserves. Those wishing more
information should call 475-9262.

I

The Projector
Red River Community College
2055 Notre Dame Ave.
R3H-0J9
(204) 632-2479

Reach 20,000 readers every two weeks with an ad
in The Projector. RATES:
one sixteenth page
$25

one eight page
$40
one quarter page
$75
one half page
$130
one full page
$250
We have volume discounts, preferred space
reservations, a free ROP (run of press) color as
well as discounts for media blitzes. Send order
and remittance payable to Red River Community
College Students' Association. For advertising
information call 632-2473.

Juvenile Diabetes Foundation
6th Annual
Celebrity Sports
Auction
Saturday, December 9, 1989
Ken Knight Auctions

DONATIONS
As was done for Xmas 1987 &
'88, the Salvation Army's Santa
Van Project will be in effect. The
vans will be available to pick up
toys and non-perishable goods
from businesses, individual
homes and at designated locations in the city. The gifts given
will be distributed to needy families a few days before Xmas. An
acknowledgement. of your donation will be made. Call the Salvation Army's PR department at
775-0421.

is desperate to meet a steady study
buddy who can help fulfill his al
requirements. He's full of push
and pump but lacks the practical
experience. His fantasy has dark
hair, a full grip, and plenty of beer
in the 'fridge of her apartment.
He'll apply within, if you make
yourself known.
This is Mr. Pish Posh: I am 5'10",
muscular, dark hair, have a fantastic looking tush. I weight 180
lbs. God has blessed me with a 7inch love-making machine. If
you're a woman who likes a lot of
pushing, then I am the man who
can giveyou a lot of pumping. "Mr. Pish Posh" Hey Baby!
Dear Mr. Pish Posh: I hope you
have a strong firm grip. Because
God too has blessed me. So when
will it be my turn, for you to apply
within?

Red River Community College South Gym
2055 Notre Dame Avenue
Starting Time 9:30
Doors Open 9:00
CHILDREN FREE (accompanied by adult)

ADULTS: $1.00 (includes Auction Catalogue)

Auction Items
Autographed Sweaters, Stickers, Childrens BMX Bicycles, Posters,
Autographed Scripts, Autographed Hockey Equipment, Sports Bags,
Baseball Souvenirs, Gift Certificates, Dinners, Autographed Posters & Many,
Many More.
Come Out, Have Fun, Sports Personalities Will Be In Attendance.

Proceeds for the Juvenile Diabetes Foundation

SUPPORT DIABETES RESEARCH
FREE PARKING

FOOD & REFRESHMENTS

